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Apresentação

daVi pinho

Maria conceição Monteiro

Se estudar literatura implica confrontar-se com a diferença, 
estudar uma literatura estrangeira redobra a experiência de 
confrontar-se com o outro, ao ocupar-se justamente dessa diferença. 
Trata-se de abrir uma janela para uma outra língua, lugar e tempo, 
tensionando nossas próprias línguas, lugares e tempos neste processo. 

A especialidade Literaturas de Língua Inglesa do Programa 
de Pós-graduação em Letras da Universidade do Estado do Rio de 
Janeiro (UERJ) vem se dedicando a abrir essas janelas, por assim 
dizer, há décadas. Ao nos dedicarmos às literaturas produzidas em 
inglês, no entanto, exploramos os limites da hegemonia dessa língua, 
evadindo-nos das hierarquias políticas e estéticas que criam e recriam 
margens na arena mundial. Querer-se menor nessa língua, ocupar-se 
dela como um estrangeiro indócil em certa tradição ou convenção, é 
algo que muitos dos autores sobre os quais nos debruçamos fizeram 
de dentro da língua inglesa. Já nós, ao ocuparmo-nos dela literalmente 
como estrangeiros, encontramos em nossas pesquisas nossa própria 
estrangeiridade, fazendo do estranhamento uma porta de entrada 
singular para nós mesmos.

Aos trabalhos dos professores da nossa especialidade no 
PPGLetras da UERJ – Adriana Jordão, Davi Pinho, Fernanda 
Medeiros, Leila Harris, Lucia de La Rocque, Maria Aparecida 
Andrade Salgueiro, Maria Conceição Monteiro e Vanessa Cianconi 
–, juntam-se três vozes extremamente relevantes da academia 
internacional: Maggie Humm, professora emérita de estudos 
culturais da University of East London, Inglaterra; Neil Besner, 
professor emérito de literaturas de língua inglesa da University of 
Winnipeg, Canadá; e Toril Moi, professora titular de literatura e 
romanística da Duke University, Estados Unidos. Juntam-se ainda 
Bruno Sá, professor do setor de literatura inglesa da UERJ, e Denise 
Figueira-Oliveira, pesquisadora de pós-doutorado no Instituto 
Federal de Educação, Ciência e Tecnologia do Rio de Janeiro (IFRJ), 
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que coassina um capítulo com Lucia de La Rocque. Ao passar de um 
capítulo para outro, quem se dedicar à leitura deste livro transnacional 
e transcultural verá a força dos estudos produzidos e/ou divulgados 
pela universidade pública brasileira em geral, e por nós, “uerjianos” 
das literaturas de língua inglesa, em particular.

Resta-nos, portanto, agradecer ao Programa de Pós-gradução 
em Letras por financiar esta série de publicações, Literaturas de 
Língua Inglesa: leituras interdisciplinares, hoje em seu quinto 
volume. Nestes tempos em que são muitas as formas de separação e 
isolamento, continuamos aqui fazendo o encontro acontecer. 
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Elizabeth Bishop:  
seven poems and some objects 

adriana Jordão

She writes poems with a painter’s eye.
Meyer Shapiro

In David Kalstone’s words, visiting Elizabeth Bishop’s last 
home, her apartment at Lewis Wharf, Boston, “was like reading one 
of her poems. It was up to you to immerse yourself in the details” 
(Fountain & Brazeau: 1994, p. 322). The inventory displayed was 
made up of items as diverse as a santo in a glass case; Anjinhos, 
the three-dimensional collage construction inside a wooden box, 
inspired by the drowning of a girl in Rio; a wood figure of a head, a 
Brazilian ex-voto; a set of marionettes of the Holy Family on their 
flight into Egypt; a wooden birdcage. Objects collected along her 
life, telling their own poems to the observant eye. 

Bishop had a special knack for selecting objects – and a keen 
eye for the meaning they could exude. The dedication to the articles 
she chose to her homes is paralleled to the sharp, scalpel-like 
precision in the cutting of scenes observed by her, taking from them 
the intriguing sentence, the resonant image, the eye-catching object. 
She surrounded herself with remarkable assemblages: a material one, 
metonyms for the geographic movement experienced and a testimony 
that collecting is recollecting; the ones arranged and portrayed in the 
watercolors she painted; and the immensely powerful collection of 
objects inscribed in her writing. “The famous eye”, as some called 
her, could see beyond the wood, the fabric, the metal, and reach the 
possibilities for exploitation of subjectivity imbued in those objects. 
We shall take a brief look at a few of those items.

“Filling Station” (Bishop: 2008, p. 123-124) opens with the 
exclamation “Oh, but it is dirty!”, the leading sentence to three 
descriptive stanzas in which the poet/painter brings forward the 
picture of the “black translucency” of a filling station, father, sons, 
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wickerwork in the cement porch behind the pumps, and sleeping 
dog, all oil-permeated. The quality of fascination is obvious in the 
speaker’s intent gaze as the elements above are introduced; the 
involvement deepens as the poem progresses, as evinced by the 
question raised in the third stanza: “Do they live in the station?” The 
description continues in the fourth stanza, but now the speaker’s eye 
advances to details in the picture observed, closes in on the objects 
in the background portion of the scene: comic books lying “upon a 
big dim doily / draping a taboret / (part of a set), beside / a big hirsute 
begonia.”

The observer is puzzled by the incongruity found in the elements 
of the scene, the dissonance of such exterior details, carefully arranged 
by a solicitous hand, in the tableau of the dirty filling station, thus 
the questions that form the fifth stanza. “Why the extraneous plant? 
/ Why the taboret?” The striking unrelatedness of elements in the 
observed scene comes to its highest as the speaker focuses on the 
embroidered doily: “Why, oh why, the doily? / (Embroidered in daisy 
stitch / with marguerites, I think, / and heavy with gray crochet.)” 
The descriptive look is confronted with the notion that there is more 
than meets the eye in such a scene, which leads the speaker to the 
sixth and final stanza, a fabulation of subjectivity, a metaphysical 
contemplation in face of the human presence. 

The apparent absence of consistency of a handmade doily in a 
grimy roadside filling station is soon replaced by a sense of balance as 
the human element contained in the mysterious “somebody” is reached, 
a somebody who cares for the plant and embroidered the doily, who 
arranges the rows of cans “so that they softly say: / ESSO-SO-SO-
SO”. Final stanza is, in this way, “a closing benediction” (Marshall: 
2017, p. 124), produced in the hymn-like rhythm of the verses that 
evoke a somebody who intentionally cared for things, who combined 
persistence, attention, and work in a manifestation of love, the measure 
of possibility in the anonymity of love embodied in the manual labor of 
a handmade doily. The last line of this blessing stanza is a mysterious 
and comforting verse, “Somebody loves us all.” 

In “Bishop and Visual Art”, Peggy Samuels draws a parallel 
between Alexander Calder’s mobiles, greatly admired by Bishop 
and Lota, who had one in their home in Samambaia, and the poet’s 
strategies in writing: 
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As small movement machines, Calder’s mobiles led to 
conceptualizing a poem as composed of the arrangement of 
moving parts of syntax, rhythms, rhymes, words, and thematic 
or natural objects that come into view, move or impact one 
another, and recede. (Samuels: 2014, p. 176)

The mental roaming elaborated in “Filling Station” is an example 
of the movement indicated in the above quotation; like the floating 
elements suspended in midair set in motion in a mobile, the floating 
objects and thoughts offer themselves in waves to the perspective 
eyes, generating, eventually, a complete pattern. Coming forward 
and receding, like the tidal movements Bishop so often included in 
her works, the objects in “Filling Station”, as in many other of her 
descriptive poems, create an activity that eventually form a figure – 
as tides leave a narrative written with debris on the shores. 

Coming to presence and receding is considered by some 
scholars as a movement embedded in the poet’s childhood, not 
only for the constant geographical relocations Elizabeth Bishop 
experienced, but above all for her mother’s comings and goings in 
her life. Elizabeth’s mother, Gertrude Bulmer Bishop, only rarely 
directly present in Bishop’s published works, is to some degree 
more often mentioned in her non-canonical writings, such as stories, 
fragments, and unfinished poems. As affirmed by Sandra Barry, “[w]
hile Gertrude’s physical absence and its impact were real in Bishop’s 
life, her emotional presence and its impact were equally real” (Barry: 
2014, p. 108); “A mother made of dress-goods…” (Bishop: 2007, p. 
156-157), a draft only in print in 2006 when Edgar Allan Poe & the 
juke-box: uncollected poems, drafts, and fragments was published, 
further establishes such impact.

A mother made of dress-goods
white with black polk-dots,
black and white “Shepherd’s Plaid.”
A mother is a hat
black hat with a black gauze rose
falling half-open

A long black glove
the swan bit
in the Public Gardens
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[…] 
A voice heard still
echoing
far at the bottom somewhere
of my aunt’s on the telephone –
coming out of the blackness – the blackness all voices come 
from
[…] (Bishop: 2007, p. 156)
 

The scene that forms the opening stanza of the poem comes 
up again and is further developed in Bishop’s short story “In the 
Village”: the child watches attentively her grandmother and her 
younger aunt unpack the mother’s “things” that had come from 
Boston. Mostly black or white, dress-goods come out of the 
trunks and are registered in the daughter’s inquisitive mind along 
with the comments made by the adults and their understanding by 
the child: a mourning hat, a mourning coat, “[b]ut always I think 
they are saying ‘morning.’ Why, in the morning, did one put on 
black?” (Bishop: 2008, p. 101). The bottle of perfume that leaked 
and left brown stains in the fabric is called to mind (or to body, or 
to memory, or to senses – or to the combination of all these that 
makes what one is) as its lost fragrance is conveyed through the 
poetic words, “[o]h, marvellous scent, from somewhere else! It 
doesn’t smell like that here; but there, somewhere, it does, still” 
(Bishop: 2008, p. 102).

The absent mother is evoked through the tactile, the visual, 
the material, the sensorial – “A mother is a hat”. The materiality 
of the objects becomes meaning as the concrete offers a surface 
onto which the experience and the memory can hold. The objects 
unpacked stand in for the mother as the words in the poem stand 
in for the poet’s memory of objects unpacked, in a sequence of 
mirrors where an image is repeated, every time more distant and 
yet still present. Following a proposition by Gaston Bachelard in 
The Poetics of Space, the more memories are secured in space, the 
sounder they are, the more fixed, for the mind is located within 
the scene (cf. Bachelard: 2008, p. 29). In the article already 
mentioned in this essay, Peggy Samuels affirms:
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The materiality of the words “catches” the materiality 
of the world and holds it for the mind/heart/body to see it 
feelingly. The subjective feel of the world in the poet’s mind 
is conveyed by drawing the materiality of the world into the 
poem’s body. Like the Impressionists and Postimpressionists 
in their use of the canvas, Bishop uses the poetic text itself as 
a surface or field in which to arrange the divergent and decen-
tered meeting of the materials of mind and world. (Samuels: 
2014, p. 173)

The mother’s belongings are conjured in the poem above as an 
articulating surface for the mother’s absent presence: if dress-goods 
were taken as a proxy for the mother by the girl in the past, in the 
present, it is their image in the poem that reenacts the real objects 
and therefore the mother once again, that presence that hovers 
over the daughter’s work, suspended above time and geography. 
Sandra Barry links Elizabeth Bishop’s experience with her mother 
to significant tropes in the poet’s work: mobility, temporality, and 
orality. “Gertrude was tide. Gertrude was time. Gertrude was voice. 
Bishop learned about ebb and flow, now and then, sound and silence 
from her mother” (Barry: 2014, p. 109). The mother is directly 
involved in another example of Bishop’s poems revisiting childhood 
experiences, as discussed below.

Standing by a child-sized coffin, the girl is confronted with 
death and its many riddles, her mother on her side – the mother who 
had “laid out Arthur,” in the cold parlor and then lifted up the child 
to put a lily in her dead cousin’s hands. In “First Death in Nova 
Scotia” (Bishop: 2008, p. 121-122), the coffin, “a little frosted cake”, 
is graphically arranged with other objects, forming a scene requiring 
reverence, causing profound awe. The remembered array of objects, 
a watercolor made of words, is made up of chromographs of two 
couples from the English Royal family; the coffin; and a stuffed loon, 
shot and stuffed by the deceased boy’s father. 

First lesson in mourning becomes a mental quest for answers, a 
query on after-death circumstances, as child speaker imagines little 
Arthur being invited by the royal couples who watch the scene from 
the chromographs above the coffin to join them “as the smallest page 
in court.” Yet the boy is prevented from going by the “roads deep 
in snow”. His going somewhere seems unfeasible to the girl who, 
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underneath very practical terms that conceal a huge metaphysical 
question, contemplates the mysteries of death. Whatever option is left 
for motionless Arthur seems to fall on the other unmoving element 
in the arranged scene, the stuffed bird mentioned earlier in the poem, 
the red-eyed loon that eyed Arthur’s coffin from his own frozen lake. 
Since shot, the bird “hadn’t said a word. / He kept his own counsel 
/ on his white, frozen lake, / the marble topped table.” The “frozen 
lake” where the bird shall stay combines with the “frosted cake” 
poetically, rhythmically, and, by extension, in meaning, indicating 
the paralyzed condition, the definite halt of life in death. 

The removal of the boy from life and his entrance into the 
realm of the aesthetic, first by the artistic arrangement of his coffin 
and other objects recorded by the child, then by the portrayal of the 
coffin in poetic form, is likened to the stuffing of the bird, eternalized 
in a suspended standstill moment, a limbo holding life in artistic 
arrangement, eyes of red glass, breast still “cold and caressable”. 
The child speaker who tries to reconcile presence and absence, the 
conundrum of life and death, is 

drawn to the loon, more inclined to cast a cold eye than accept 
the fairy-tale explanations with which one yearning side of 
her invests the dead child. The loon sits there – immune, 
final, cold, caressable – an utterly inexplicable, erotically 
tinged image of what enables the young girl to survive. […] 
the girl’s attention and feelings are constitutionally deflected 
from unsettling events. Objects hold radiant interest for her 
precisely because they help her absorb numbing or threate-
ning experiences […]. (Kalstone: 1989, p. 219) 

Doll-like dead boy, laid out among objects in domestic mourning 
rites, performs a sophisticated reflection through an example of the 
famous casual perfection her close friend Robert Lowell celebrated 
in Elizabeth Bishop: “Do / you still hang your words in air, ten years 
/ unfinished, glued to your notice board, with gaps / or empties for 
the unimaginable phrase— / unerring muse who makes the casual 
perfect?” (Lowell apud Travisano & Hamilton: 2010, p. vii). 

The objectification of the human helps the girl deal with 
emotions; the inverse is also true as objects get human-like. Elizabeth 
Bishop published rather little in her lifetime; due to the amount of 
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posthumous publications containing material that had remained in 
manuscript – sometimes even at fragmentary stage – at the time of 
her death, studies on her work underwent a dramatic deepening in the 
last years. Recent published poems reinforce the assessment of her 
ability in saying much by saying relatively little, her ability to use 
the concrete and the details to exploit the subjective. Qualified by 
Charles Berger as “a masterpiece of psychosexual identity formation 
and counterformation” (Berger: 2012, p. 46) and also as an “eerie 
addition to the permanent corps of ubi sunt lyrics” (Berger: 2012, 
p. 47), the untitled “Where are the dolls who loved me so” (Bishop: 
2008, p. 234-235) is next in line in our discussion.

Where are the dolls who loved me so
when I was young?
Who cared for me with hands of bisque,
poked breadcrumbs in between my lips,
Where are the early nurses,
Gertrude, Zilpha, and Nokomis?

Through their real eyes

blank crotches,
and / play / wrist-watches,
whose hands moved only when they wanted–

Their stoicism I never mastered
their smiling phrase for every occasion–
They went their little rigid ways

To meditate in trunks or closets
To let [life and] unforeseen emotions
glance off their glazed complexions 

Part of the new understanding about the poet caused by materials 
published in the last years comes from the discovery of her subversive 
issues and dexterity in disrupting poetic conventions; as pointed out 
by Berger, the poem opens with the use of an established tradition, 
the ubi sunt poetic form, that of asking “Where are the …”, inquiring 
the fate of those noble ones that preceded us, an investigation to lead 
us also into the considerations of time and the transitory nature of 


